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Starting with the Big Bang creation of the universe, Bonewitz (a geologist specializing in crystal

chemistry with secondary training in archaeology per his New Age spiritually-oriented Web site)

introduces types of rocks, minerals, gemstones, and fossils to novice collectors. The well-illustrated

guide, published in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution, includes a glossary but no further

reading or resources.
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With more than 40 years experience as a geologist, prospector, and gem cutter, Dr. Ronald L.

Bonewitz provides a unique perspective on the subject. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I bought this book for my very curious and "absorbs" scientific type information like a sponge. As a

pediatric nurse, I saw a boy the same age with this book and said...I HAD TO GET IT! I gave the

book only 4 stars due to the book I originally viewed was a larger in size hardback book. I recieved a

smaller size, (with same content) in paperback version.

I bought this book for my dad over a year ago and now it is his favorite reference piece. It's now

dog-eared, book-marked, and well loved. I just bought my husband a copy too. The colored photos

are large and clear and the descriptions are detailed. I bought this specific one because my



husband was jealous and wanted one too! If you or someone you know is into rockhounding or gem

hunting, I highly recommend this book.

I use this for my club newsletter for inspiration. It is a wonderful book.

Gave this as a gift to my rock loving friend Big hit! Such a great book. Fast delivery Just as

described :)

Great book and full of information

Book as described in good condition . Hardback which is hard to find in this title .

I'm a geoscience student, and this book has become irreplaceable to me. Vital information on most

minerals and rocks (although some lack more data), the pictures look spectacular and they're in

color, which in the study of minerals is essential. Very well cataloged and clear.I have, however

found in this copy a couple of mistakes, which if you're careful you can spot too. I always double

check anything that doesn't sound right just in case. And while I know that this could be a very

serious flaw in any science book, it is one that I can overlook because everything else is just perfect.

Wonderful gem and mineral collecting guide.
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